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1) Introduction 
 
What are Balance Bands? 
The Balance Bands are a set of super stretchy elastic bands designed to gently guide a 
horse into better, more balanced movement. Balance Bands create a flexible framework 
that offers soft resistance when a horse goes out of balance and a comfortable contact as a 
point of reference for moving in balance. Balance Bands do not set or force a horse into a 
“frame” but instead work as constant bio-feedback for the horse to find better balance. 
The Balance Bands simulate the contact and aids a rider would offer to encourage 
straightness, impulsion and engagement.  
 

        
 
The Balance Bands includes two adjustable front reins and one adjustable back rein and 
are available in Pony/Horse and Horse/Warmblood sizes. Results are best when the 
Balance Bands are used in conjunction with an English saddle and simple snaffle bridle 
for various groundwork exercises. They can be adapted with double sided snaps to be 
used with a surcingle, bareback pad or Western saddle, and may be used with a 
conventional halter instead of a bridle. Balance Bands are not appropriate to fasten to a 
rope halter or leveraged bit such as a curb that has shanks or a curb chain because the 
pressure will become too severe and the horse will only learn to compensate instead of 
balance.  
 
The Balance Bands are intended to help a horse achieve bio-mechanically correct weight 
distribution, or balance, slowly during groundwork exercises. Because the Balance Bands 
do not force a frame or headset, it can appear that they are not “working” during early 
introductory stages. But the soft, elastic bands offer constant, appropriate guidance to the 
horse and the horse may need time to adjust its balance to the point that the results 
become obvious.  
 



 
 
 
What do Balance Bands do for a horse?  
The Balance Bands offer guidance without restriction. Because the elastic bands are so 
giving, the horse is not able to lean or brace against the device in order to maintain false 
balance or an external counterbalance against the device. When a horse loses internal 
balance, its body weight shifts unevenly and pressure is exerted unevenly onto the bands. 
The band or bands receiving the pressure of the weight shift will stretch, offering 
increased resistance precisely as needed. The increased resistance of the bands creates 
discomfort for the horse, but does not restrict the horse from going out of balance. As the 
horse shifts its weight internally towards balance, the pressure on the bands lessens 
appropriately and the horse restores a comfortable, elastic contact on the bands.  
The Balance Bands are designed to actively simulate a rider’s rein and leg contacts on a 
horse while working from the ground. Combined with the horse’s normal saddle and 
bridle, the Balance Bands effectively simulate the feel of a rider and give precise and 
accurate aids like those of an experienced rider. Using the Balance Bands allows a horse 
time to improve self-carriage without the burden of the rider’s weight.  
 
Self-carriage is improved in four important ways: 
Acceptance of contact 
Straightness 
Impulsion 
Engagement 



 
 
Introduce Contact 
For some horses, especially those that have not been ridden or are having difficulty under 
saddle, the feeling of a rider’s seat, leg and rein contact can be perceived as restrictive. 
The Balance Bands are a safe, gentle way to introduce a horse to the feel of a rider 
without the horse also having to navigate a rider’s weight. The front reins can be adjusted 
so that they are loose, with minimal or almost no resistance. A loose front rein setting 
will not necessarily help the horse balance, but will provide a simulation for loose rein 
riding. The back rein simulates the constant feel of a rider’s leg contact while the saddle 
provides a simulation of the rider’s seat contact.  
Should a horse have a negative reaction to the feel of light rein, leg and seat contact, the 
Balance Bands will not restrict the horse’s motion. A horse can safely buck, bolt or rear 
with the Balance Bands in place without the risk of falling or flipping over. The bands 
simply stretch with the horse’s motion until the horse can relax and move freely with the 
feel of contact. Quick release scissor clips are also featured on both the front and back 
reins as a safety measure. 
 
  



 
 
Severe Lack of Straightness = Posture 1:  
A horse demonstrating this high-headed, dropped back posture is particularly 
challenged with lateral balance or straightness. This posture shows a lack of balance 
in all three aspects, but the first priority is to balance the weight load between the 
left and right legs, appropriately aligning the spine so that the “pulling” muscles are 
released and the “pushing” muscles can begin to work 
 
 
Straightness 
Once the horse accepts the feel of contact that the Balance Bands provide, the front and 
back reins will then encourage internal straightness. Internal straightness means that the 
horse’s body weight is equalizing between the left and right legs. The equalization of 
weight left to right will be apparent visually with equal tension on the front reins that are 
even in length and the horse will attempt to stretch its head and neck downward, below 
the withers.  
If the horse is traveling in any speed with its head high and lower neck muscles active, 
then the Balance Bands are still working effectively, but the horse has not yet discovered 
internal straightness. Shortening the front reins on a high headed horse will not help and 
may discourage the horse from stretching down. Instead the front and back reins of the 
Balance Bands need only be adjusted to offer light resistance on the left and right sides of 
the horse. Once the horse is able to stabilize its weight side to side, the mechanical result 
of this internal balance is a downward stretch of the head and neck. For a horse that has 
been chronically high headed, it may take several sessions in the Balance Bands for the 
horse to finally begin stretching its head down. It may take time and many sessions to 
develop the stretch in all speeds.  
High headedness is a typical compensation pattern for a lack of internal straightness, no 
matter the breed of horse. The downward stretch of the head and neck is an important 
step for developing impulsion and engagement. Horses that carry their heads high on a 
regular basis will have overdeveloped lower neck and chest muscles and will be tight in 
the back and gluteus muscles. Such a muscular pattern will restrict or create discomfort 



when the horse attempts to use its hindquarters correctly. A deep stretch of the “top line” 
muscles occurs when the horse stretches its neck downward so that the poll is lower than 
the withers. This stretch in the horse is the equivalent to a person touching his toes. The 
horse’s weight will tip forward onto the front legs during a deep stretch, so stretching is 
not the primary or final aim, but it is an important step for the horse to achieve.  
 

 
Straight but lacking Impulsion = Posture 2A 
Once the horse has developed more lateral balance, the head and neck will 
voluntarily reach forward and down, stretching the front bands. If the horse had 
some difficultly achieving this transition, then it is important to allow the horse to 
move slowly using weak “pushing” muscles and releasing muscular tension through 
the back and neck.  
 
 
Impulsion 
Once the horse is internally straight enough to stretch downward, impulsion is the second 
aspect of balance being facilitated by the Balance Bands. Impulsion means that the 
horse’s body weight is shifting in ever greater amounts to the hind legs and off the front 
legs, activating the muscles that push the body of the horse forward, rather than those that 
pull the horse forward. The equalization of weight front to back will be apparent visually 
with lessening tension on the front reins, the back rein will lower towards the hocks and 
the horse will maintain soft, inactive lower neck muscles as the head and neck elevate in 
line with the withers.  
If a horse is accustomed to using its “pulling muscles” (lower neck, forehand muscles) 
instead of its “pushing muscles” (long back, abdominal and hindquarter muscles), then its 
weight will likely tip forward when the horse stretches its head and neck downward. Too 
much weight on the front legs will become visually apparent because the poll will be 
significantly lower than the withers stretching the front reins of the Balance Bands with 
tension and the back rein will gravitate upward on the hind legs. For a horse that has been 
typically high headed the front reins do not need to be adjusted for several weeks. This 



allows time for the horse to loosen its top line muscles and gain confidence with 
stretching. The Balance Bands will still encourage impulsion even when they are adjusted 
long and slightly loose.  
Carrying a greater portion of body weight on the front legs is severely damaging to a 
horse’s body and health. A horse that carries its head and neck too low for too long will 
have difficulty shifting its weight off the front legs and will likely have slow, labored 
movement. Horses that are typically low headed should have the front reins shortened in 
small increments to create more resistance and discourage an excess of weight on the 
front legs.  
It is always safer to err on the side of too loose rather than too tight when it comes to 
adjusting the front reins of the Balance Bands. Once a horse is stretching, released 
through the lower neck muscles, but not pulling on the front reins, then adjusting the 
front reins shorter in small increments will be beneficial to developing impulsion. As the 
horse develops impulsion each speed will become more rhythmical. Horses that tend to 
travel too fast for their balance will slow down and relax while horses that tend to travel 
too slow will gain energy in each pace.  
 

 
Behind the Vertical = Posture 2B 
When the horse’s face is slanted backwards, towards the chest, it is called “behind 
the vertical”. This posture indicates that instead of shifting weight to the hind legs, 
the horse is simply compensating for too much weight on the front legs by over-
flexing the neck.  
 
* IMPORTANT      
When you see the horse in this posture it means the front reins of the Balance Bands 
are set too tight. The front bands need to be lengthened until the horse comes onto 
the vertical or in front of the vertical with the head.  
 
 
 
 



BASIC BALANCE 

 
 
Straightness + Impulsion = Posture 3 
This posture shows that the horse is in basic balance, laterally and horizontally with 
minimal engagement. Paying attention to the posture is more important than 
anything else since a horse can be in balance or out of balance at any speed, stride 
length or for any sport. The overall posture speaks the truth about the horse’s 
weight distribution through all four legs.  
 
Engagement 
Each time the Balance Bands are adjusted to be shorter or tighter, the horse will be 
required to find a greater degree of engagement. Engagement means that horse’s body 
weight is shifting to become greater on the hind legs than the front legs and all the joints 
of the hindquarter are becoming more active with deeper flexion and greater extension. 
Impulsion and engagement are intimately linked because one cannot genuinely happen 
without the other. As the horse’s body weight shifts more and more to the hind legs, both 
impulsion (energy) and engagement (power) increase. The increase weight shift to the 
hind legs will become visually apparent because the horse will release the tension on the 
front reins while stretching, the back band will move lower towards the hocks and horse 
will begin to arc its neck slightly. With increased engagement, the horse will raise its poll 
above the withers, but this time with soft, inactive lower neck and chest muscles.  
 
Obviously tightening the Balance Bands should be done slowly and methodically with 
straightness and impulsion well established on longer settings first. Putting too much 
tension on the bands too soon can cause some horses to be uncomfortable, cause pain in 
others or simply cause the horse to panic from the feeling of restriction. If the horse 
won’t move forward easily and with calmness, then the bands may be too tight for the 
horse’s current ability to balance. Both horses that have been chronically high headed or 
low headed will tend to have tight muscles or may be very weak in their pushing muscles. 
Often times the joints of the hind legs have not been operating in an engaged range of 
motion and may need time to adjust slowly. Working in the Balance Bands, even for 



short periods on long settings, can be very tiring to a horse that is learning to improve its 
balance. Take it slow – success will be realized sooner and without stress.    
 
Each time the front or back reins are shortened, allow time and repetition in all speeds 
and both directions for the horse to adjust its balance, regaining straightness and 
impulsion with each increase in engagement. Once the horse is putting slack in the bands 
on the current setting then it is safe to shorten the bands and encourage more engagement. 
The process of slowly encouraging more engagement, while maintaining straightness and 
impulsion is called collection.  
 
ADVANCED BALANCE   

 
Straightness + Impulsion + Engagement = Posture 4 
In this posture the horse has shifted a majority of body weight to the hind legs while 
also maintaining even weight distribution between the left and right legs. This 
posture is the natural evolution of working regularly in Posture 3 over time.  
A well balanced horse is a healthy horse – the main objective of training no matter 
what sport or job the horse is meant to participate in.  
 
 
When would Balance Bands be most effective?  
The primary purpose of the Balance Bands is to develop healthy, efficient movement in a 
horse that can be sustained as self-carriage. A horse that moves correctly, according to its 
bio-mechanical engineering, is not only more efficient but also more comfortable and 
easier to ride. Correct movement is based on weight distribution through the skeleton and 
the muscles that develop to support healthy function. This is true whether the horse works 
in a long or short frame, ultimately with or without rein contact.  
 
Using the Balance Bands to improve a horse’s balance can be a training tool for all styles 
of riding. This can be useful for many riders and horses and is especially helpful for 
novice riders, young horses, challenging horses and horses requiring physical 
rehabilitation. Even if the horse will later be ridden on a loose rein, without rein contact, 



the Balance Bands help strengthen the horse’s body and balance on the ground first. 
Because the Balance Bands do not allow a horse to lean or brace for balance, the horse 
does not become dependant on the front reins or rein contact at all to maintain balance. 
The front and back segments of the Balance Bands are also adjustable so that they can be 
used to simulate any length of rein the rider plans to use.   
 
How are Balance Bands different from other training devices? 
Most training devices are designed to create “walls” or limit the horse’s movement in 
some way with firm, stationary or leveraged materials. The idea behind these devices is 
that controlling the movement, usually by controlling the position of the head and neck 
into a “frame”, will result in the horse engaging its hindquarters. It sounds like a 
reasonable theory to shorten, arch or contain the horse’s neck from side to side and 
thereby encourage the horse to use its back and hindquarters. But taking a closer look at 
the inherent design features of a horse’s body reveals the flaws in that theory.  
 
The design of the cervical vertebrae in the neck and the fact that the horse’s front legs are 
not attached to the rest of the skeleton with bone but only with soft tissue show us that the 
forehand of the horse is by design the most mobile, flexible and adaptable part of the 
horse’s body. The thoracic vertebrae in the horse’s torso (barrel) are less mobile and are 
stabilized by the ribcage. The lumbar vertebrae are the least mobile, supported by the 
pelvis and design of the hind leg joints. What does this mean? The horse’s body shows us 
that trying to influence the least mobile part of the body by restricting the most mobile 
part of the body simply doesn’t make much sense. This is why many training devices 
result in poor patterns of movement, loss of forward impulsion, compensation soreness or 
heavy weight bearing on the front legs instead of genuine engagement.  
 
The horse’s head and neck are balance adaptors. Much like humans use their arms to gain 
balance or recover from imbalance, a horse adjusts its head and neck position to adapt to 
changes in weight distribution through its legs. Restricting the mobility of a horse’s head 
and neck would be the equivalent to tying a person’s arms to their sides while learning to 
ride a horse. A steady, graceful head and neck position on a horse comes from stable 
weight bearing through the legs just like the steady hands of a rider comes from a stable 
seat and legs. In the process of finding or improving balance, the horse must be able to 
make adjustments with its head and neck.  
 
The Balance Bands allow for the adjustability of the head and neck position, only 
creating resistance and mild discomfort when the horse is out of balance, but never 
restricting the horse’s ability to move freely. The Balance Bands are designed to fit 
loosely and gradually shortened, only when the horse consistently puts slack in the bands. 
This is primarily the reason some people have a difficult time seeing if the Balance Bands 
are actually working in the early stages of use.  
 
How do I know if the Balance Bands are “working?”  
Short term, there are several things you can take note of to make sure the Balance Bands 
are beginning to have an effect – and if the Balance Bands are fitted appropriately 
 



The horse begins to pay attention – calmly and consistently 
• When the horse is calm and paying attention the movement generally gets slower first. 
The horse’s ears will turn slightly backwards, the mouth might be busy at first chewing 
the bit or playing with it and the horse may be blinking frequently.  
• If the bands are too loose and having no effect, the horse’s attention will likely wander 
away from the task at hand and movement will not change at all.  
• If the bands are too tight and creating discomfort, the horse will either refuse to go 
forward or panic and bolt. Signs of tension and anxiety will be present.  
 
 
A high-headed horse begins to experiment with stretching its head and neck downward 
• A horse that is usually high-headed will tend to slow down or stop when first learning to 
stretch. Attempts to stretch will be sporadic and the horse will not be able to maintain a 
stretch for more than a stride or two.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will not attempt to stretch at all during 30-60 
minutes of walking. Shorten the bands in small increments, allowing the horse to walk for 
10 minutes before adjusting the length again.  
• If the bands are too tight, the horse will refuse to move forward or may try to go 
backwards. Or, the horse may attempt to stretch and then pop its head back up rapidly 
instead of stretching the bands downward.  
 
A low-headed horse begins to lift its front end 
• A horse that is usually low-headed will begin to lift its neck so that the poll is more in 
line with the withers. Forward motion will become more rhythmical, look less labored 
and the horse will maintain forward with fewer corrections.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will not elevate its neck or change its movement. 
• If the bands are too tight, the horse will refuse to go forward, may go backwards or will 
require more corrections to maintain forward motion.  
 
A fast horse begins to slow down 
• A horse that is usually fast and easily excited will begin to slow into a consistent rhythm 
and may even offer downward transitions.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will continue to show excitement, distraction and 
keep a fast pace. Not much will change 
• If the bands are too tight, the horse may try to rear, buck or pull hard on the lunge line.  
 
A slow horse begins to maintain forward 
• A horse that is usually lazy and has labored movement will begin to move with more 
energy and efficiency into a steady forward rhythm.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will continue to look labored and slow and try to 
stop often.  
• If the bands are too tight, the horse may refuse to move forward at all or may go 
backwards.  
 
 
 



A stiff horse begins to be supple in the muscles 
• A horse that normally has tight, bulky tense muscles (anywhere on the body) will begin 
to soften. The muscles will begin to feel softer, looser and more like Jell-o. Well defined 
muscles will begin to blend together, giving the horse’s body a smoother appearance.  
• If the bands have been too loose, the normally tight muscles will remain just as tight or 
hard as they have been, no changes.  
• If the bands have been too tight, more muscles in new areas on the horse’s body will be 
tight, sore or hard. Less muscle will jiggle softly.   
 
A wiggly horse becomes more stable 
• A horse that is normally wiggly, tosses its head often or moves “all over the place” will 
begin to stabilize into a rhythm, straighter body and more stable head and neck position.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will continue to wiggle all over the place, toss its 
head and change stride length often, not much will change.  
• If the bands are too tight, the horse will not want to move forward and may go 
backwards. 
 
A heavy horse begins to lighten 
• A horse that tends to be heavy with rein contact will also tend to stretch the front reins, 
putting significant tension on the bands. This horse will begin to lighten the tension on 
the front reins and may even put slack in the bands as balance improves.  
• If the bands are too loose, this horse that is normally low-headed will suddenly become 
high-headed.  
• If the bands are too tight, the horse will either refuse to go forward or will never lighten 
the tension in the front reins after 30-60 minutes of moving.  
 
A horse that gets above or behind rein contact begins to take the bit 
• A horse that normally escapes the contact with the bit by elevating into a high-headed 
position or curling its chin towards the chest in a low-headed position, will begin to 
stretch the front reins downward.  
• If the bands are too loose, the horse will elevate into a high-headed position.  
• If the bands are too tight, the horse will curl its neck and go behind vertical with its 
head position, tucking its nose towards its chest.  
 
To assess the long term effects, there are different things to take note of to make sure the 
Balance Bands are working. These changes take longer to become apparent and there 
may only be subtle, inconsistent signs at first.  
 
Changes in attitude or disposition 
When the work is positive and helpful, the horse will develop a “work ethic” and show 
signs of wanting to work instead of escaping or avoiding training sessions. Horses 
generally become more adaptable, coping with things differently as their bodies become 
more balanced. The physiological connection between body and mind is powerful and so 
as the horse’s balance and body improve, its attitude and behavior will improve as well.  



This may manifest as the horse becoming easier to catch, waiting quietly for grooming, 
tacking or preparatory steps or simply becoming friendlier, wanting to interact more 
often.  
Examples of changes to expect would be: 
• Normally nervous horses become calmer. 
• Easily distracted or ADD horses become more focused and concentrated.  
• Cranky, irritable or sour horses become friendlier. 
• Listless, introverted or dull horses become more attentive and interested.  
• Hypersensitive, reactive horses that easily spook become able to tolerate more. 
• Horses normally resistant, stubborn or lazy become more sensitive and willing. 
 
Changes in muscle quality 
Healthy movement for a horse requires that the muscles are both strong and supple. 
Strong muscles generate power and supple muscles allow motion. The desired muscle 
development is like that of a human dancer, gymnast, martial artist or swimmer. These 
types of athletes must develop strength, stamina, balance and efficiency of movement – 
all the qualities required for an equine athlete. Body builders look very impressive but 
they do not move with great ease or fluidity. The same is true for a horse that is over 
muscled and tight. At the other end of the spectrum, lack of muscle development or 
muscles that are too stretchy allow the body to move, but movement will lack 
coordination and athletic ability.  
Get to know the horse’s body by palpating or feeling different areas of the horse. A 
healthy muscle at rest should feel rubbery, soft and squishy. It should jiggle slightly when 
pushed. A tight or tense muscle will be hard to the touch and immobile. It will remain 
firm when pushed. Compare the quality or tone of muscle from one area of the body to 
another, some muscles will feel soft and others will feel rock hard. The hard muscles will 
also be where the horse is most likely to get sore.  
When a horse is working in balance, all the muscles of the body begin to function 
optimally. Weak areas of the body will develop muscle and tight, hard muscles will 
soften, becoming supple.  
Examples of changes to expect would be: 
• Horses with exaggerated muscle definition will appear smoother, without lumps and 
bumps of muscle or distinct lines between muscles. 
• Areas where the horse is lacking muscle will begin to fill in. 
• Tight, hard muscles will begin to soften and feel more rubbery. 
• Stringy muscles will begin to feel plump. 
• The horse’s skin and coat will improve with more shine and possibly dapples. 
 
 
Changes in muscle development 
Healthy muscle development in a horse is symmetrical, even and smooth. The front, 
middle and hind sections of the horse should appear proportional. Muscle development 
should create smooth, graceful lines throughout the body with little or no definition that 
make particular muscles obvious. Muscle development in a horse reflects how the body 
has been functioning on a regular basis. Incorrect function still develops muscle, but the 
muscle development will not be smooth and symmetrical. Horses that have 



overdeveloped front ends compared to their hindquarters have been using their “pulling” 
muscles more than their “pushing” muscles. The same is true for horses with 
disproportionately large necks and shoulders. Horses with large, well-defined muscles 
have been overusing some muscles while not utilizing others.  
A horse that has been functioning in balance will have developed a neck that appears 
stronger on top compared to the bottom, will have a level back with the spine appearing 
as an indent rather than protruding, the abdominal muscles will be lifted as opposed to 
sagging and the entire hindquarter will have a round, beach ball shape instead of angular, 
lumpy or deflated compared to the forehand. When a horse is working in balance, all the 
muscles of the body gain strength proportionately. Over used muscles will relax and 
weak, under used muscles will strengthen. This is one of the reasons that working a horse 
in the Balance Bands can be more tiring for the horse than normal work.  
Examples of changes to expect would be: 
• Well defined, over developed muscles will begin to blend into the body. 
• Areas that were lacking muscle will begin to fill in. 
• A sagging back will begin to appear flatter. 
• A sagging tummy will begin to lift. 
• Horses that appear larger on the front end compared to the hind end will begin to look 
more equal and symmetrical. 
• Long, skinny necks will begin to look shorter and fuller. 
• An angular horse will begin to look rounder and fuller. 
• Protruding spines will appear to “sink” into the back.  
• The hindquarter will become rounder when viewed from the side or behind.  
 
Postural changes, general appearance 
Poor posture is often misread as poor conformation. While conformation is 
unchangeable, meaning that the bones are the size and shape that they are, posture refers 
to how the moveable parts of the body are organized. Posture is very changeable and 
improving a horse’s posture can create the optical illusion of better conformation. Horses 
that appear long in the back, straight in the hind legs, downhill, sway backed, slab sided 
or a myriad of other problems that people attribute to conformation can often be 
drastically changed by improving the horses balance and posture. A horse that is 
slouching, poorly muscled and functioning out of balance will appear unattractive. But, 
just like a human in athletic training, improving posture, muscle and balance give the 
body a drastically different appearance.  
Examples of changes in posture would be: 
• The horse appears or feels taller and larger.  
• The back appears to be shorter. 
• Heads begin to look proportional instead of too large or too small for the body. 
• Hind legs appear to have more curve or angles between the joints.  
• High withers appear lower or smaller.  
• Tail heads or tail set appear lower. 
 
Changes under saddle   
Horses that have been ridden regularly prior to working in the Balance Bands will 
provide another sign that the bands are working – riding becomes easier for both the 



horse and rider. The Balance Bands are designed to strengthen a horse’s balance and 
body using resistance without making the horse dependent on the device. Once the 
horse’s body begins to show noticeable improvements, the same groundwork can be done 
without the Balance Bands to further improve the horse’s self-carriage. Groundwork first 
with and then without the Balance Bands strengthens the horse’s ability to maintain 
balance with less help from a rider.  
Progression of changes: 
• The horses movement will improve with the Balance Bands. 
• Horse’s attitude will improve and work ethic will develop. 
• The bands will become too loose and require adjustments to shorter lengths 
• Both directions and all speeds appear smoother, more equal and easier for the horse. 
• The horse’s movement maintains the improvements during groundwork even with the 
Balance Bands removed.  
• The rider feels the horse is easier to steer, send forward, make downward transitions or 
halt while riding.  
• The horse has more stamina and calmness under saddle.  
• Regular work under saddle feels “easier” than normal, warm ups take less time.  
 
 
 



2) Understanding Horse Balance and Self-Carriage 
 
Quadruped vs. Biped balance 
Humans are bipeds, meaning 2 feet. Horses are quadrupeds, meaning 4 feet. As bipeds it 
can be a challenge to understand how a horse can be ‘out of balance’ but not stumbling or 
falling. Because humans have only two small feet to balance their structure, a small shift 
of weight that causes the body to move a few inches too far in one direction causes 
stumbling or falling. Because a horse has four feet to support its structure, the weight has 
to shift dramatically causing the body to move a few feet too far in one direction to cause 
stumbling or falling.  
 
The easiest way to understand how horses struggle with their balance is to experience 
quadruped balance. Try this simulation:  
 
• Begin by standing evenly on both feet then shift your weight forward until you feel that 
you are about to fall over. Notice how far you can lean before you feel as though you 
might fall.  
 
• Get on your hands and knees in a comfortable place and balance your weight evenly on 
all fours. Lean forward again until you feel that you are about to fall. Notice how much 
farther forward you can go before you feel as though you might fall.  
 
• Rebalance your weight evenly again on your hands and knees. Lean forward, putting 
more weight on your arms.  Notice that you are nowhere near falling over, but it is quite 
uncomfortable. With extra weight on your arms, crawl forward. You will find that it 
quickly becomes even more uncomfortable and difficult even though you can move and 
are not falling over. This is what it feels like for a horse to travel with more weight on the 
forehand. 
 
• Rebalance your weight again on your hands and knees. This time lengthen your spine 
and then shift extra weight onto your knees. You should find that your back naturally 
rounds as weight is shifted to your knees. With the weight on your knees, crawl forward 
again. Notice that this is much easier now and more comfortable. You may even find that 
your back rounded more while moving because it made the movement easier.  This is 
what it feels like for a horse to travel with more weight on the hindquarters.  
 
You can repeat this same simulation with a “saddle or rider” to experience the challenges 
that a ridden horse faces. Find a soft object that has a safe amount of weight to put on 
your back – such as a large purse, backpack or duffle bag.  Have someone place the 
object on your back, just behind your arms, while you are on your hands and knees. 
Notice as you repeat the exercises that even a small amount of additional weight makes a 
difference in how you are able to move, how much more discomfort you experience or 
how much more strength it takes to do the exact same movement as before the weight 
was added. Imagine also that you had a very long neck and heavy head in front of those 
four feet. How would the additional weight on your front end affect your ability to 
balance or move?  



 
Doing these simulations may help you see why most horses wind up bearing more weight 
on their front legs even though it is mechanically unsound and uncomfortable to do so. 
Bearing too much weight on the front legs is simply the path of least resistance for a 
horse. If the rider or trainer does not know about correct mechanical function – good 
balance – then the horse will likely follow the path of least resistance. Over time, 
allowing a horse to work with a majority of weight on the front legs will lead to 
mechanical failure. The horse will break down or become unhealthy due to the regular 
wear and tear from incorrect function.  
 
Recognizing Imbalances 
It is far more common to find horses working out of balance than in balance. Partly this is 
due to the inherent structure of a horse’s body. Without a working knowledge of HOW a 
horse must balance its weight, the force of gravity and paths of least resistance will 
encourage the horse to work out of balance. The other main reason so many horses work 
out of balance is because they simply do not move as much in a human environment as 
they would in a natural environment. In the human environment horses are fed regularly, 
worked primarily with weight on their backs and are asked to do jobs, maneuvers or a 
sport that primarily serve human needs.  
 
Imbalances in the horse manifest in many ways. Below is a simple list of things you 
might recognize in your own horse. These imbalances are not uncommon and the horse 
may still be ridden while you work to improve the body with groundwork using the 
Balance Bands. The characteristics of imbalance listed here are also fixable. While it may 
take a considerable amount of time and repetition to fully reverse the pattern, signs of 
improvement will begin to manifest within 1-3 months of regular groundwork.  
 
• Asymmetrical body development – larger front end than hindquarters 
• Angular body shape – lack of muscle 
• Spine highest point of back 
• Sway backed 
• High headed 
• U-necked 
• Potbellied  
• Chronic lameness unrelated to incident or injury 
• Rough, jarring or bumpy trot or canter 
• Favors one canter lead significantly 
• Has “stiff” side or “bad” side on turns and circles 
• Labored movement – lethargic, shuffling, stumbling 
• Behavior categorized as lazy, dull, stubborn, cranky 
• Flighty movement – spooky, bolts, chaotic, unpredictable 
• Behavior categorized as crazy, high, sensitive, stupid 
 
Groundwork that is simple, repetitive and easy for the horse to do is how people can 
provide the time in motion that a horse requires for finding its balance. The Balance 
Bands only expedite the natural process but do not force it to happen unnaturally. Having 



the time to practice simple movement without restriction or added weight is how nature 
teaches horses to use their bodies correctly. Groundwork can simulate roaming and 
foraging by providing long periods of relaxed motion. The more often the horse practices, 
the more efficient and balanced the horse will become.  
 
 
The Importance of Calmness and Attention 
For a horse to improve its self carriage, thoughtful, calm attention is required. Once the 
horse is internally focused it will begin to shift weight and adjust its posture to find the 
most comfortable way of going. Since correct function is the most efficient and 
comfortable way of moving, the horse will naturally make improvements towards correct 
function once it begins seeking comfort. If a horse demonstrates fight or flight behavior, 
then it is not feeling safe and will not pay attention to its level of comfort. It may take 
several sessions in the Balance Bands before the horse begins to feel secure enough to 
then turn its attention towards comfort. Once a horse is calm and attentive enough to 
consider its internal comfort it will begin to actively “use” the Balance Bands.  
 
 

     
Fight defensive            Flight defensive 
 
 
A horse that is scared, tense, nervous or distracted by its surroundings will not be 
internally focused because feeling safe is a priority above feeling comfortable. If the 
horse does not feel safe internally, then calmness will not be present and the horse’s 
attention will be external instead of internal. A horse that does not feel safe will need 
extra time to calm down and begin paying attention to its own body before the Balance 
Bands begin to help change the movement. Review the preparatory steps and repeat 
simple sessions in the Balance Bands until the horse can remain calm and internally 
focused for the entire session. Only once the horse is demonstrating consistently calm and 
thoughtful body language are the Balance Bands really becoming effective.  



 
Calm and Attentive expression means the horse is in a “Learning Frame of Mind.” 
Defensive patterns of behavior are dropped because the horse feels safe on the inside 
and is now ready to learn.  
 
For many horses, the Balance Bands actually help gain calmness and attention from the 
horse. Because the Balance Bands resist imbalances but do not restrict motion, the 
constant feedback from the bands can help gain the horse’s attention. Horses that are 
challenged in their bodies or movement generally appreciate the guidance that the 
Balance Bands offer and begin to show signs of calmness early on.  
 
 
 
Self-carriage from the ground up 
Self-carriage means that the horse has the ability to consistently maintain its balance 
without assistance. Self-carriage is the goal first on the ground and then under saddle. 
Achieving this goal is no small process, especially if you are starting with a horse that 
already has behavioral or physical issues. Most horses will require guidance to find 
correct balance and then support to learn how to maintain it. Eventually the support 
becomes less and less until the horse is finally weaned entirely off the support and 
moving in self-carriage. Beginning with groundwork speeds up the process because the 
horse has a chance to first balance its own body correctly. Under saddle, the horse will 
have a tougher time finding and sustaining balance because of the live weight of the rider. 
Time, consistency and repetition are the simple keys to success.  
 



Balancing a three dimensional body must consider three aspects – lateral, horizontal and 
vertical. Each aspect can be isolated to some degree but in reality the three constantly 
intertwine. Improvements in one aspect will have a positive effect on the other two, but 
ultimately all three must be kept in check during each phase of training. Lateral balance 
will be the first to address, thereby improving horizontal and vertical. As the opportunity 
arises to improve vertical, both horizontal and lateral aspects will be challenged and need 
time to recalibrate with each weight shift in order to establish overall balance again.  
 
What does this mean? What does this look like? 

1. Lateral balance correlates with straightness. But more specifically, this aspect of 
balance means that the horse’s weight is equalized side-to-side and so the horse is 
internally straight, not just traveling on a straight path of travel. When a horse 
becomes straight its head and neck will stretch forward and down, stretching all 
the muscles along the top line, releasing the lower neck and chest muscles and 
activating the abdominal muscles. 

 
 
 

  
This is a horse’s posture when out of balance in all three aspects. The first issue to 
address is straightness. The Balance Bands should be snug enough that the horse can 
feel a clear left-right channel even with its head in the air. For a horse that has 
habitually been in this posture it may take some time before the Balance Bands 
appear to be “working.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FIRST RESULT TO LOOK FOR 
 

 
As the horse equalizes its weight laterally, the head and neck will stretch down 
below the withers. The Balance Bands should be loose enough to allow this stretch 
with minimal resistance in the early stages of work.  
 
As soon as the horse releases its head and neck into a stretch the second and third aspects 
of balance can be addressed.  
 

2. Horizontal balance, the second aspect, correlates with impulsion. More 
specifically this aspect of balance means that the horse’s weight is beginning to 
equalize front-to-back and the horse can push itself forward from the hindquarters 
instead of pulling itself forward from the front end. As the horse’s weight shifts to 
the hind legs, the head and neck will elevate slightly so that the poll comes more 
in line with the withers. As long as the lower neck muscles remain soft and 
inactive, the horse is developing impulsion even in a long frame.  

 

This posture shows the horse still has too much 
weight on the front legs and is compensating with its neck, tucking the face 
behind the vertical. In this case the Front Balance Bands should be loosened 
slightly and/or the horse may need to make upward transitions to improve 
impulsion.  



SECOND RESULT TO LOOK FOR 
 

 
 
This posture shows the horse in balance both laterally and horizontally. The horse is 
straight and has impulsion. The lower neck muscles are soft, the abdominal muscles 
are active and the poll, withers and croup are all in a straight horizontal line along 
the top of the horse. In this posture the Balance Bands have the appropriate amount 
of resistance for the horse to come into balance.  
Achieving this posture is of primary importance – no matter the speed, stride length 
or tempo. In the early stages of work, the horse may need to go slower than normal 
to maintain this posture.  
 
 

3. Vertical balance, the third aspect, correlates with engagement. More specifically 
this aspect of balance means that the hindquarters – muscles and joints – are 
becoming more active because the horse’s body weight is shifting in ever greater 
amounts to the hind legs and stabilizing there. As more and more body weight is 
carried over the hind legs, the up-to-down aspect of balance is equalized. The 
horse’s hind end will lower with greater weight bearing, the front end of the horse 
will lighten and elevate causing the neck to gently arc and the entire body of the 
horse to shorten, or collect. The horse’s poll will elevate above the withers, but 
the lower neck muscles will remain soft and inactive.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ADVANCED BALANCE   

As the horse habituates 
the previous posture, showing consistent balance on longer settings of the Balance 
Bands, the bands can be shortened in small increments. The horse’s body should 
also show improved development in order to carry more weight on the hind legs. 
Ultimately the horse will look like this illustration, showing straightness and 
impulsion in a more engaged frame.  
 
 
During the early stages of using the Balance Bands, the bands should be slightly on the 
long or loose side. Once the horse demonstrates some consistency with straightness and 
impulsion on a long band setting, then the bands can be shortened to encourage more 
engagement. Each time the bands are shortened, the horse will be encouraged to shift 
more weight to the hind legs to find comfort – straightness or impulsion may be 
compromised and the horse will need time and repetition to rebalance these first two 
aspects of balance with each increase in engagement.  
 
 
 
The journey begins with a single step 
As you begin work with the Balance Bands nothing may appear to change at first, 
especially with a typically high-headed horse. Continue the groundwork with the bands 
and watch for small changes. The Balance Bands are always working. With time and 
repetition the horse will begin to stretch the front bands. As the horse stretches, the horse 
may lose forward by slowing or stopping. Encourage the horse to keep moving but allow 
the horse to experiment with speed, rhythm and stride length in each pace.  
 
The horse will begin the process of change in fits and starts. At first the horse will only 
find a few really good steps within an entire session. Then with each subsequent session 
the good steps will come sooner and begin to last longer, with more good steps in a row. 



You will observe the horse gaining and losing balance during each session but the 
duration of balanced, “pretty” movement will slowly increase from session to session.  
 
Once the horse is consistently stretching with released lower neck muscles and moving 
forward in a consistent rhythm at each speed – then you can experiment with shortening 
the bands to encourage more engagement.  
 
Each time you increase the tension on the Balance Bands, the horse will require several 
sessions to reorganize its balance with an increased weight load on the hind legs. The 
horse may become high-headed again for a short time. The horse may slow down, take 
shorter strides at first, change its rhythm or try to stop more often. These are typical parts 
of the process. Just like a person learning to change, it takes practice.  
 
If you are still riding the horse regularly, you can use the groundwork sessions in the 
Balance Bands as a warm up before riding. A short amount of time working the in the 
Balance Bands on a regular basis will have the greatest effect.  
 
 



3) Preparatory Steps 
 
Carrying the bit 
If the horse is already used to being ridden with a bridle, then you can skip this step. For 
horses that are new to taking or using a bit, this will be an important preparation.  
 
Use a snaffle bit on any style bridle 
It is important that the front reins of the Balance Bands are used in conjunction with a 
snaffle bit and not a bit that has any type of a shank or curb. A snaffle bit is designed for 
independent left and right, two-handed rein aids. A shank or curb is designed for loose 
reins and one-handed riding. Due to the action and leverage of a curb bit, the pressure in 
the horse’s mouth will become too severe when used with the Balance Bands.  
If you do not have a plain snaffle, then it is recommended that you use a regular leather 
or nylon web halter instead of a bit. Curb chains, gags or any other bridle accessories are 
not recommended. The less complicated the bit and bridle are, the better the results.   
 

 Any of these bits are acceptable snaffle bits. Notice that the 
reins attach to the sides of the mouthpiece. 
 

  These bits are not recommended. Although the mouthpiece 
is jointed, the reins attach below the mouthpiece, making these leverage or shank bits.  
 
Carrying the bit 
If your horse is unfamiliar with taking or using a bit, then you will need to have the horse 
“carry” the bridle for several sessions before attaching the front reins.  
 
Make sure the horse is easy to bridle. Opposition or resistance to taking the bit indicates 
that the horse will not trust the contact of the front reins. The horse should take the bridle 
and allow the bridle to be removed easily before attaching the front reins.  
 
If the horse is new to taking a bit, then spend several groundwork sessions working the 
horse from the halter at the walk, trot and canter while the horse carries the bridle. It is 
important that you don’t put pressure on the bit until the horse can take, carry and remove 
the bridle without resistance or anxiety.  



 
If the horse is playing with the bit, champing or opening its mouth, then spend several 
sessions with the horse carrying the bit but do not attach the Balance Bands. Once the 
horse is consistently quiet in the mouth with the bit, easy to bridle and un-bridle and 
works at each speed with calmness and control, then you are ready to attach the Balance 
Bands.  
 
 
Checking saddle fit 
For the Balance Bands to be effective you must attach them to a saddle that fits your 
horse properly. Saddles that are poorly fitted will create pressure that can make the horse 
uncomfortable or create pain issues that lead to behavioral problems. 
 
The Balance Bands are most effective when used with an English saddle. The style can 
be all purpose, jump or dressage. The front reins of the Balance Bands are designed to 
attach over the stirrup bars with a metal ring. Any saddle that allows attachment of the 
front reins this way will be the easiest to use.  
 
Using double-sided snaps, the front reins of the Balance Bands can be adapted for a 
Western saddle, surcingle, bareback pad or any other type of saddle where the stirrup bars 
are not easily accessible. The Balance Bands will still be effective, but it may take a bit of 
creativity to secure them in place.  
 
No matter what style of saddle you use, the fit of the saddle should allow the horse to be 
comfortable and move freely. Restrictions and pressure created by ill fitting saddles will 
marginalize results from using the Balance Bands.  
 
To check the fit of the saddle:  

1. Place the saddle on your horse’s back without pads or a girth. Stand back and 
view the saddle from the side.  

2. Observe the saddle front to back. The saddle should fit between the back of the 
shoulder blades and in front of the last rib. If the saddle is placed over the tops of 
the shoulder blades, then the front legs will be restricted in their reach. If the 
saddle is too long, sitting past the last rib, then it will create pressure on the low 
back muscles and spine.  

 
3. Observe the saddle up to down.  

If the pommel (front of the saddle) and cantle (back of the saddle) are level then 
the seat (center of the saddle) should also sit level with the ground. When the 
center of the seat is level to the ground or level to the horizon it is a correctly 
fitted saddle and can be used safely. You will need a soft, but level saddle pad.  

 
Check the saddle fit often. It is important to note that you need to check your saddle fit 
regularly when using the Balance Bands. The horse should develop more back muscle 
with correct work and may outgrow its current saddle or grow into a saddle that is 
slightly too big so that the additional padding needs to be removed. 



 
Saddle level in the center of the seat – fits horse without additional padding 
 
Too Small: 
If the pommel is higher than the cantle then the seat will be tipped slightly backwards, 
sloping towards the back of the horse. When the saddle is higher at the front and 
lower in the back it means your saddle is too small for your horse. A saddle that fits 
this way is inappropriate for using with the Balance Bands – or even for riding. If it 
looks like you would need extra padding under the back of the saddle to make the seat 
level, then the saddle will pinch the horse at the withers and shoulders. No amount of 
padding can make this saddle comfortable for the horse.  

 

 
Saddle too small – tips up in front, down in back 
 
Too Big: 
If the pommel is lower than the cantle then the seat will tip slightly forward. This 
means the saddle is too big for your horse. If the cantle actually touches the withers, 
then the saddle is way too big and cannot be used. However, unlike a saddle that is 
too small, a saddle that is only a little bit too big can be remedied with additional 



padding. You can place additional “shim” padding under the pommel of the saddle to 
make the seat level and the horse will be able to move comfortably.  

 

 
Saddle too big – tips down in front, up in back. This fit can be remedied with 
padding and may allow more room for a developing back.  
 

 A specialty pad can be added for a saddle that is too big 
 

 
The additional padding should allow the saddle to sit level. It is unsafe for both 
horse and rider to use a saddle that is too big without padding that levels the saddle.  
 
 



 
Hand walking 
Hand walking is an excellent groundwork exercise for all horses. Review the checklist for 
safe hand walking skills below. Once the horse is able to be hand walked safely, then 
adding the Balance Bands to this groundwork exercise will produce even better results.  
 
• Horse maintains a safe distance while walking, at least an arm’s length from you.  
• Horse does not get ahead or pull on the lead line.  
• Horse does not get behind or tug on the lead line.  
• Control of the horse’s motion is easy to achieve in a halter with a lead line, no 
additional tools are required for control.  
• Hand walking can be done in the saddle and with the horse carrying the bridle.  
• The horse easily maintains a steady, relaxed, rhythmic pace with you.  
 

                                                    
 
 
Lunging 
Basic longing is a wonderful groundwork exercise that gives the horse time and practice 
in walk, trot and canter without the weight of a rider. Review the checklist for safe 
lunging skills below. Once the horse is able to be lunged safely and with control then 
adding the Balance Bands to this groundwork exercise will maximize results.  
 
It is important to note that the Balance Bands will be changing the horse’s balance during 
lunge work. It is not recommended that the handler insist on a particular speed in any 
pace or even make the horse hold a particular pace for any length of time. When using the 
Balance Bands, allow the horse to experiment with speed, stride length and tempo in each 
pace. Do not try to push the horse to go faster or inhibit the horse to slow down. Allow 
the horse to break gait as needed and then make an upward transition to restore a pace. 
The Balance Bands will be helping the horse utilize new muscles and make weight shits 
that may make it harder for the horse to work as long at faster speeds.  
 
Your horse should be able to walk, trot and canter calmly on a longe line before attaching 
the Balance Bands to the saddle and bridle. Since the Balance Bands will be directly 



attached to the snaffle bit, it is also important that you can control your horse from a 
halter on the lunge line.  
 
• Horse goes out on the circle easily and takes each direction equally well.  
• Horse can maintain a walk (any speed, stride length or tempo) for 5 minutes each 
direction without support from the whip.  
• Most of the lunge line (25-30 feet) is taken out by the horse making a large circle 
around you. Horse does not cut in towards you or pull the line tight by moving away from 
you too far.   
• Horse easily and willingly makes upward transitions to trot or canter without showing 
tension, resistance or anxiety. Just a transition is enough the horse does not have to 
maintain a trot or canter, only a walk.  
• The horse does not bolt or run when asked for trot or canter transitions but instead 
offers anything from a few steps to a few laps of faster speed and tries to transition 
downward on its own.  
 

 
 
 
Liberty work in a round pen 
Lunging a horse at liberty simple means that you and the horse are not attached by a rope 
and you are working in a safely enclosed area that is 50-100 feet in diameter. It is 
important that the horse be as calm as possible while working with the Balance Bands, so 
if working at liberty excites the horse too much, then revert back to lunging or even hand 
walking until the horse is more confident with the Balance Bands. 
 
The skill development for liberty work is essentially the same as lunging. Once the horse 
demonstrates basic proficiency with the saddle on and while carrying the bridle, then the 
Balance Bands can be added for better results.  
 
• Horse goes out on the circle easily and takes each direction equally well.  
• Horse can maintain a walk (any speed, stride length or tempo) for 5 minutes each 
direction without support from the whip or trying to change directions.  



• The horse makes a large circle around you, staying close to the rail. Horse does not cut 
in towards you or bump into the rail trying to escape.   
• Horse easily and willingly makes upward transitions to trot or canter without showing 
tension, resistance or anxiety. Just a transition is enough the horse does not have to 
maintain a trot or canter, only a walk.  
• The horse does not bolt or run when asked for trot or canter transitions but instead 
offers anything from a few steps to a few laps of faster speed and tries to transition 
downward on its own.  
 
 

 
 



4) Fitting and Using the Balance Bands  
 
Standard fitting with an English saddle and snaffle bit 
 
Front Bands 
The front bands of the Balance Bands are specifically designed to offer gentle resistance 
that acts as support and guidance when a horse goes out of balance while also allowing 
the horse freedom to move naturally. The setting on the front bands of the Balance Bands 
should allow the horse to explore a full range of motion with its head and neck while still 
maintaining a “feel” on the bands.  
Setting the front bands too tight to encourage a frame is not the objective. Many people 
believe that if you set a horse’s head and neck position into a “frame” then the back will 
lift automatically. This is not often the case. A horse must use its head and neck as a 
balancing mechanism, much like a human uses arms for balance. The chosen position of 
the head and neck simply reflects how the horse is using its back and hindquarters. If it is 
restricted, then the horse will likely compensate by tightening its back or tilting the 
hindquarters.  
 
Attaching and Fitting the Front Bands 
Each of the two front bands has a metal ring at one end, colored lines for accurate settings 
and metal scissor snaps at the other end.  
 

 
1. Slide the metal ring over the stirrup bar on either side of the saddle.  

The stirrup bar is where the stirrup leathers are attached to the saddle. You 
can leave the stirrup leathers in place and slip the ring behind them or you 
can remove the stirrup leathers and stirrups and place the metal ring over 
the stirrup bar.  
If you leave the stirrups in place make sure you tie them up securely while 
working the horse so that the stirrups don’t bump the sides of the horse.   

 



                                                
2. Clip the scissor snap directly onto the sides of the bit. 

The sides of the snaffle bit will have a ring or loop of metal where the reins 
attach. The front bands should be directly attached to this part of the bit on 
either side of the horse’s mouth using the scissor clips.  
If the ring on the bit where the reins attach is below the corners of the 
horse’s mouth, then you will need a different bit. Attaching the front bands 
to a bit that sits below the sides of the horse’s mouth will create too much 
pressure.  
It is also safest to remove the riding reins from the bridle while working in 
the Balance Bands. If this is not possible, then you can twist the reins 
together and use the throat latch to secure them in place. Doing this prevents 
the horse from stepping on the reins while stretching during groundwork.  

 
 

 
3. Adjust the length of both front bands equally. 

Lengthen or shorten the front bands so that they are straight from the saddle 
to the bit but not tight. If the horse is standing with its head above the 
withers then the front bands should be looser, slightly floppy. If the horse is 
resting with its head level or below the withers, then the front bands should 



be taunt and straight, but not tight.  
It is very important that both front bands are equal in length. Use the 
colored lines to make sure both front bands are adjusted to exactly the same 
length. Even though the groundwork may be on a circle, left-to-right balance 
requires an equal band length.  

 
4. Once the front bands are fitted to the horse, unclip the front bands from the bit 

and attach them to each other over the top of the saddle until you are ready to 
begin work.  

 
 
 
Back Band 
In order for a horse to use its hind legs correctly, they must step closer to the center of the 
horse’s barrel. The closer the hind legs step up under the barrel, the more weight they are 
able to bear comfortably and safely. The horse will become more stable in motion.  
When the hind legs reach farther under the barrel and bear more weight the horse’s pelvis 
rotates forward, lowering the hindquarters. The abdominal muscles contract pushing the 
ribcage upward and lifting the horse’s back. The pelvic rotation and weight shift to the 
hind legs is what naturally creates a correct “head set” – not the other way around.  
Encouraging the hind legs to step forward under the body and bear more weight is what a 
rider’s legs do. The back band of the Balance Bands is designed to simulate and 
exaggerate this aid. The gentleness of the elastic does not force the legs forward but 
constantly encourages them forward with repetitive touching.  
 
Attaching and Fitting the Back Band 
The back band is one long piece of elastic with scissor clips at either end and a length 
adjuster on either side.  
 

 
1. Clip one end of the back band to the small D ring on the front of the saddle. 

The D ring is located at the very front and top section of the saddle, in front 
of the stirrup bars. If a D ring is not present on the saddle then clip the end 
of the back band to the buckle on the girth.  



 
2. Clip the other end of the back band to the other side of the saddle, laying the 

back band over the top of the saddle.  
Use the matching D ring on the opposite side of the saddle or clip the back 
band to the opposite side of the girth, on the other buckle.  

 

                                                    
3. Slide the back band over the top of the horse’s hindquarters into the crook of 

the hind legs. Adjust the length of the back band so that it rests comfortably 
and loosely just above the horse’s hocks.  
Do not make the back band too tight or it may ride up during work and get 
lodged under the horse’s tail. If it is too loose, it may fall below the hocks 
during work and cause the horse to panic. The back band will not be snug, 
but should lay loosely in the middle of the curve in the hind legs.  

 
4. Once the back band is fitted you can slide it back up over the hindquarters and lay 

it over the seat of the saddle until you are ready to work.  
 
 
 
 



Snaffle bit substitutions:  
A conventional leather or nylon web halter will be the only substitute for a snaffle bit. 
The front bands can be attached to the metal rings on either side of the halter and fitted 
the same way they would be fitted with a snaffle bit.   
 

  A regular leather or nylon halter 
can be loosely fitted over the snaffle bridle or used instead of a bridle. The front 
reins can be attached to the metal rings that sit on either side, just above where the 
bit would be. For young horses this allows a smooth transition to the snaffle bit.  
 
Do not use leveraged bits, curbs, curb chains, shanks, hackamores, bit-less bridles or rope 
halters. Either the pressure will become too severe or the communication from the front 
bands will become confusing. These items will not work with the Balance Bands and 
could potentially create unsafe situations.  
 
English saddle substitutions: 
No Saddle 
While not as ideal, it is possible to hook the two front and one back reins together where 
they would normally be attached to the saddle. This makes a giant figure of “8” that can 
be attached to the halter or snaffle bridle. The bands will not be as stable, and may flop 
around during work, but the effect will still be almost as good as using the Balance Bands 
with a saddle.  
 
Surcingle 
A surcingle is a padded girth with metal rings on either side. The Balance Bands can be 
attached to the metal rings. The back band attaches the same way using the scissor clips 
to the lowest rings on either side of the surcingle. The front bands will require a double-
sided snap to connect the metal ring on each front band to the metal rings on the upper 
part of the surcingle.  
 
Bareback pad 
Some bareback pads are equipped with large rings on either side for the girth. Bareback 
pads without this feature will not work. The back band and both front bands can be 



attached to the ring on either side of the bareback pad instead of the saddle. Fitting would 
be done the same as with a saddle. The back band can fasten directly onto the ring with 
the scissor clips. The front bands will require a double-sided snap to attach the metal ring 
on either band to the metal ring on the bareback pad.  
 
Using a western saddle – or any saddle without stirrup bars 
Most western saddles will have small metal D rings in front of the pommel or horn. The 
front bands can be attached to these on either side of the saddle using a double-sided 
snap. If rings are not present, then the front reins can be attached to the metal rings that 
secure the cinch, located under the skirt of the saddle on either side. Again, use double-
sided snaps to secure the front bands in place. The back band can attach to the metal rings 
at the top of either side of the cinch. The cinch should be set so that both rings are even or 
at the same height on either side.  
 

 Use a double--sided snap to 
attach the front reins to the cinch ring on a western saddle 
 
 

 Attach the back rein to the 
rigging at the front of a western saddle   



 
Introductory steps – first use 
It is recommended that you work with the horse in a safely enclosed area when first 
introducing the Balance Bands. If the horse gets upset or pulls, the fence line will help 
you maintain control. It is also recommended that you allow 1-3 sessions of walking 
only. At the walk the horse is least likely to get upset while learning to adjust to the feel 
of the bands. As speed increases, the Balance Bands are more likely to upset the horse. 
Taking several sessions at the walk will allow the horse to relax and feel the usefulness of 
the Balance Bands, which will improve the trot or canter before you even get there.  
 
Until you know how the horse will respond to moving in the Balance Bands, it is better to 
adjust them too loose rather than too tight. The bands should fit snugly enough that the 
horse can’t put a leg through the back or front bands, but loose enough so that the horse 
barely feels the contact. Once the horse accepts the feel of the Balance Bands, they can 
always be adjusted shorter.  
 
During the first session with the Balance Bands, allow your horse to make a few mistakes 
and experiment. Keeping your corrections to a minimum will allow the horse time to 
focus on the feel of the bands and gain acceptance. With each session in the Balance 
Bands, you can become more exacting with your corrections. In the beginning it may be 
important to allow the horse to explore without pressure from you too.  
 
The front and back bands can be introduced to the horse separately. For sensitive or 
inexperienced horses it might be preferable to introduce only the front or back bands in 
sequential sessions before using all the bands together.  
 
For horses that have never felt pressure on a bit – either from lack of experience with a 
bridle or from being ridden mostly on loose reins – it is better to begin with the back band 
only. The back band will not restrict motion in the least and helps encourage forward 
from the hind legs. The horse will have a chance to get used to the feel of the elastic 
around its hind legs before having to cope with the introduction of rein contact.  
 
For horses that have been ridden with a bridle and are comfortable with rein contact or 
rein aids, begin with the front bands only. This allows the horse time to adjust to the feel 
of the bands in a familiar place before having to cope with a band around its hind legs 
too.  
 
Working in the Balance Bands 
Once the horse can walk calmly and confidently in the Balance Bands, you can begin 
working on trot and canter. It is recommended that you allow the horse to make 
downward transitions as needed. The Balance Bands will encourage the horse to change 
its weight distribution and you will likely see the horse make many adjustments to its 
movement, especially in the early stages. Making the horse maintain a pace or making the 
horse move faster than it wants will likely push the horse out of balance and work against 
the objective. As the horse’s balance improves, speed, stride length and power will 
increase in each pace naturally.  



 
Too lose / Too tight 
Adjusting the tension on the Balance Bands will be required frequently during the early 
stages of work. It is important to know the signs of when they are too tight and when they 
are too lose. Once the horse begins to stabilize its balance and move with more 
consistency, the adjustments will be needed less frequently.  
 
If the Balance Bands are too loose then there will be little or no change to the horse’s 
movement. The horse may also be distracted and looking around instead of concentrating 
on its motion. In this case, the bands should be tightened in small increments until the 
horse begins to concentrate on the work and experimenting with its movement.  
 
If the Balance Bands are too tight then the horse will refuse to move forward, may move 
backwards or may take extra encouragement to keep moving. The horse may also be 
overly focused on the bands, showing signs of tension or anxiety. If the horse goes 
“behind the vertical” (refer back to Section 1) then the bands are too tight even though 
the horse appears to be “in a frame.” In any case, the bands should be loosened in large 
increments until the horse is moving forward freely, with the head on the vertical or in 
front of the vertical and with calmness.  
 

This posture shows the horse “behind the vertical” 
indicating that the front reins are too short and the horse is either struggling with its 
balance or is avoiding the contact. The front reins need to be loosened in large 
increments until the horse can move forward freely and begin stretching the front 
reins.  
 
Accepting the Contact 
The horse shows acceptance of the rein contact by gently stretching its head and neck 
forward and down, putting gentle tension on the front bands. When a horse is taking a 
correct rein contact the back band will move lower towards the hocks while the horse is 
stretching.  
 
If a horse does not accept the contact then it will either elevate its head above the withers 
to loosen the front bands or tuck its nose towards its chest to get behind the contact and 
loosen the front bands. In either case, it is important to keep the front bands loose and 
adjusted on the long side. The front bands may be floppy for some time until the horse 
gains more confidence with the bit. A horse that avoids contact with the bit will also tend 
to lose forward motion. Do not shorten the front bands but instead encourage the horse to 
keep moving forward in walk, trot or canter. As the horse relaxes into forward motion, 



you will see the horse begin to experiment with stretching the front reins. Eventually the 
horse will gain confidence with the feel of the front reins and gently stretch them 
forward.  
 
If a horse tries to lean on rein contact for support or has a habit of trying to rip the reins 
from a rider’s hands, then adjust the front bands to be loose and long. Horses that pull the 
reins, root or toss their heads are also showing a lack of acceptance for rein contact. By 
leaving the front bands loose and long the horse will not be able to lean or support itself 
by the mouth. Horses that tend to do this also tend to rush and may stumble with a lack of 
resistance on the front bands. Encourage the horse to walk for longer periods of time with 
fewer trot and canter transitions until the horse begins to stretch the bands gently without 
pulling or trying to lean on them.  
 
Developing Straightness 
The Balance Bands begin improving a horse’s balance by first encouraging straightness. 
It is important that the front bands connect independently from either side of the saddle to 
either side of the horse’s head. The front and back bands create a clean, clear, equal 
channel to help the horse find lateral balance. As a horse loses straightness its weight will 
shift more to one side. When this happens the bands are stretched, offering appropriate 
resistance for the uneven weight distribution or crookedness. The horse will discover how 
to relieve the pressure by shifting its weight back into balance.  
 
The Balance Bands do not have to be tight to help with straightness. They only need to 
offer side-to-side resistance until the horse begins to stretch its neck down and forward. 
For horses that have been chronically high headed, lack acceptance for a rein contact, are 
wiggly or generally unstable, this phase of the work can take some time. It may take 
many sessions in the Balance Bands before the horse becomes stable enough to finally 
stretch the front bands forward and down.  
 
Developing Impulsion 
Once the horse is confident and straight enough to stretch the front bands, the Balance 
Bands immediately begin to support front-to-back balance or impulsion. As an 
unbalanced horse begins to stretch, the lower neck and chest muscles used for pulling 
will become soft and inactive. A horse that is not accustomed to pushing itself forward 
will likely shift too much weight onto the front legs while stretching and fall forward. 
The front bands offer resistance to the forward weight shift and the back band constantly 
encourages the hind legs forward so that the horse can regain its balance. If the horse is 
stretching consistently, but the back band is high on the hind legs, then the horse’s weight 
is too much on the front legs. Only once the horse is stretching the front bands, showing 
acceptance of the contact, can you begin to shorten the front bands. The back band will 
not need to be shortened until it is consistently hanging closer to the hocks than the 
middle of the hind legs.  
 
Developing Engagement 
The horses overall movement should improve and maintain consistency with the 
improvement before shortening the bands to encourage more engagement. Once the back 



band has become loose and is hanging closer to the hocks and the horse is putting slack in 
the front bands while stretching, then it is time to tighten the bands overall. The back 
band will require only minimal adjustments so that it hangs in the middle of the crook in 
the hind legs. The front bands may take substantial adjustments, but should be done 
slowly in small increments. It is important to allow the horse to move and adjust each 
time the bands are tightened. Allow the horse 5 to 10 minutes of motion in various speeds 
to decide if the bands require further adjustments. As the bands are tightened or 
shortened, the resistance will increase and encourage the horse to shift greater amounts of 
body weight onto the hind legs. The horse will have to readjust straightness and 
impulsion with each increase of weight to the hind legs. As the horse becomes more 
engaged, the body will compact, shorten or become collected. The hind legs will step 
further towards the center of the horse’s body and the neck will arc gently, elevating the 
poll above the withers. When this happens correctly, the horse will continue to move 
freely forward, gently stretching the front bands and maintaining soft lower neck 
muscles. If the horse loses straightness or the bands are simply too short too soon, then 
the lower neck muscles will become active and the horse will resist moving forward.  
 
Riding with Balance Bands 
After the horse has shown significant changes and become accustomed to the Balance 
Bands in groundwork, it is possible to ride with the Balance Bands in place.  
 

 
 
Please Note: 
Riding with the Balance Bands is only recommended for horses that are familiar with 
working at all speeds in the Balance Bands, horses that are normally reliable and safe 
under saddle, can be ridden on a loose rein and for riders that have enough experience to 
feel safe in the saddle at all speeds.  
 
 



 
 
The benefit of riding with the Balance Bands is to gain new feels or new information 
about your horse’s balance. As a rider, you can simply balance yourself and direct the 
horse while the Balance Bands guide the horse to better balance. As the horse makes 
changes underneath you, you will experience what balance should feel like while riding. 
For many riders, this new information helps them guide the horse more accurately 
towards balanced movement while riding.  
 
To ride with the Balance Bands: 
• Do not adjust the settings. Leave the settings on the Balance Bands exactly in place 
from the groundwork.  
• Riding must be done with a snaffle bit only. Halters and other types of bits or bridles 
will not be safe to ride with the Balance Bands.  
• Attach the reins to the bit above the front bands so that you maintain the ability to steer 
and stop from the bridle. Use reins that loop or buckle together, do not use split reins.  
• Make sure the bands are attached to the saddle so that your legs hang freely and are 
clear of being tangled in the bands. The bands can safely rest under your thighbones but 
should not be hanging anywhere near your lower leg, from the knee downward.  
• Spend of good deal of time riding at the walk before trying trot and canter work with 
the Balance Bands. The horse will be receiving constant feedback from the Balance 
Bands and working hard even though you will be riding passively.  
• Ride only in an arena or on a flat, level surface with good footing. Do not ride with the 
Balance Bands over jumps, around obstacles or on the trails. Avoid riding anywhere that 
one of the bands could potentially snag on something.  
 
 



5) Signs of Success 
 
Balance in the Mind 
The first signs of success that are most common are behavioral improvements. Long 
before the body or even the horse’s movement improves, the horse’s behavior will 
improve. This is due to the physiological connection of mind and body. As the horse 
begins to use its body more in accordance with its natural bio-mechanical function, the 
horse begins to feel safer from the inside out. Small, subtle changes that may be invisible 
to you, will be experienced by the horse. As the horse begins to feel the relief of moving 
correctly, stride by stride, signs of calmness, willingness and focused attention will 
become more prevalent.  
 
How do you recognize these improvements? The simplest answer is that the horse just 
becomes easier to handle, more willing to work and more enjoyable to be around.  
 
Balance in the Body 
The next sign of success will be an improvement in the horse’s movement at all speeds. 
The improvement will likely take hold and stabilize in the walk or trot first but will 
eventually manifest in all speeds. The horse’s movement does not improve all at once or 
suddenly. Expect that change will come in fits and starts – some good sessions, some 
great sessions and some sessions that feel frustrating. This is the normal course of 
change, even when the change is positive. From session to session it will be important to 
keep track of the overall pattern. Even if the horse has a bad day, recovery will come 
faster and easier than before. Eventually, perhaps after considerable time depending on 
where the horse is starting, the improved movement will become the new habit and way 
of going.  
 
How do you recognize improved motion? It just looks prettier, easier, energetic but fluid 
and very comfortable for the horse.  Balanced motion is efficient so the horse can work 
longer without tiring. Balanced movement looks effortless and graceful while conveying 
a sense of power and agility – much like a human athlete that excels at a sport.  
 
As the horse’s movement changes, new muscles, soft tissues, bones and joints are 
working. The new, improved motion develops a healthier, more attractive body. Even 
though the improvement in movement may remain inconsistent for some time, you will 
see slow improvement in the body development that correlates with the changes. It takes 
time for a body to change and strengthen. No short cuts on that one! The improved body 
is what will eventually support the consistency of balanced movement. Just like humans 
going to the gym to improve their own bodies and athletic abilities, the horse requires 
time, consistency and a dedicated coach to make the improvements permanent.  
 
How do you recognize improvements in the body development? Hard angles soften into 
roundness, drooping bellies lift, strong back muscles make the horse appear and feel 
larger, boney prominent withers seem to melt into the back. The overall appearance of the 
body becomes more symmetrical. Large, bulky hard muscles soften into seamless fluid 



muscle and hard, lean muscle balloons into soft flesh. Necks become strong and graceful 
giving the top line a gentle rainbow shape. And overall, the horse has fewer health issues.  
 
Testing the Results 
The true test of any training aid is what happens when you take it off. It is recommended 
that you continue groundwork (and riding if appropriate) in the Balance Bands until you 
observe significant changes and consistency both in the horses movement and body. 
Once the body shows improved development the horse will have the physical strength to 
sustain balance without the assistance of the Balance Bands.  
 
Begin testing the horse’s self-carriage by removing the Balance Bands but continuing the 
same course of groundwork. This gives the horse the opportunity to find its balance 
without assistance and also without the weight of a rider. Once the horse is moving the 
same without the Balance Bands as it did with the Balance Bands, you should then notice 
a significant improvement while riding.  
 
Creating Change from the Inside Out 
Making changes to a horse’s posture, movement and body takes time and consistency. 
This point cannot be stressed enough. In the world of quick-fixes and results on demand, 
horses make us slow down and do things the old fashioned way – with work and 
dedication. When it comes to a healthy body, there are no real short cuts. While the 
Balance Bands help expedite the process of change, they do not always produce results 
that are immediately tangible. For some horses, it can take a month of consistent 
groundwork before the first signs of change even begin to appear.  
 
Working with a horse from the inside out is also not the norm. The insane gadgetry that is 
so prevalent in the horse training world just goes to show that people don’t understand 
what the horse really needs. Many gadgets help the human feel better, help the human 
gain a sense of control or progress but actually cause the horse to travel in an unnatural 
and unhealthy way. Ultimately serving the horse is how the human achieves the greatest 
results, but few have the patience or information to do that. The Balance Bands were 
designed to help horses. The side benefit is that they also speed up the process and bridge 
the gap between horse and rider. By observing the changes, the struggle and the 
improvements from working your horse in the Balance Bands regularly, the aim of this 
product is to help you gain insight about helping your horse move in balance.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

  The Balance Bands were invented and patented by 
Kirsten Nelsen, the developer of Training for Optimal Balance. The Balance Bands 
are just one of the training tools used for horses and riders seeking balance, health 
and better performance.  
 
If you would like to learn more about the theory, exercises, techniques and tools 
used in Training for Optimal Balance please visit the website: 
www.kirstennelsenhorsetraining.com  


